
YOU ARE DESIGNED TO BE HEALTHY!

The Central or Autonomic Nervous System is the main connection
between chiropractic and a strong immune system. 

 
Excessive STRESS  (Physical,  Chemical,  or Emotional) builds up in our l ives
and creates a shift in our nervous system that leads it  to be STUCK  in
what’s called fight-or-fl ight sympathetic overdrive.
 
Excessive sympathetic stress then SUPPRESSES  the immune system (as
well  as the gut and other major systems.)
 
This leaves us more SUSCEPTIBLE  to i l lness of all  sorts, and makes it
harder to overcome and get through i l lness, prolonging the SICKNESS.
 

Chiropractic helps improve the Nervous System function, which in
turn can help other vital systems like the Immune System!

 
The adjustment RELEASES  and REDUCES  built  up stress.
 
The Nervous System can then achieve better BALANCE ;  less fight-or-fl ight.
 
The Immune System can then function better, helping fight off i l lness and
get through them faster and overall  STAY HEALTHY .

CHIROPRACTIC1.

 

 
There are a 5 things we can do to stay healthy and move from a state

of STRESS and FEAR, to a state of EASE and BALANCE.
 

TOP 5 ALL NATURAL,
DRUG FREE IMMUNE

BOOSTERS

2. SLOW DOWN. BREATHE. 
When was the last t ime you took 30 seconds to tap into your breathe.   I
challenge you to right now to STOP…… YES, right now……and take 10 DEEP
BREATHES.  Your breath is your LIFELINE.
 
If  you need more help with your breathing and being more conscious of
slowing your thoughts, reach out to Chelsea at Waimea Yoga .    She has
some amazing online courses to help guide you through this practice.

https://waimeayoga.com/


watch sugar intake, including natural sugars

avoid processed foods and foods with long ingredient l ists.   Choose
REAL foods, such as high-quality meat and fish, eggs, colorful fruits and
vegetables, whole fat dairy, nuts, beans and whole grains (as your diet
permits)

choose LOCAL organic, pasture raised, grass fed, antibiotic/hormone
free, and non GMO when possible

If you want to be more ALIVE, eat food that is more ALIVE!
 
Eat a well  balanced diet consisting mostly of unprocessed whole foods.
 
Eliminate (or do your best to reduce) sugar, partially hydrogenated fats/
trans fats and heavily processed foods.
 

 

 

   
Drink plenty of water (half your body weight in ounces) and l imit
beverages high in sugar and caffeine.
 
Support your local Farmer’s .    They are putting an incredible amount of
hard work and love into the food that they grow so we can a sustainable
food source year round.

 
Sleep is crit ical to a healthy body and healthy immune system.  It  is when
our body has a chance to reboot, repair,  recalibrate.

4. NUTRITION

5. SLEEP.  GET YOUR ZZZ'S

3. EXERCISE.  PLAY!
Exercise in an essential “nutrient” to reduce stress and detox the body! 
Pick your favorite kind of movements and get moving 3-5x per week.
 
If  you need some motivation, get in touch with KC at Crossfit Allstar .  
Crossfit is al l  about functional movements at an intensity that can be
scaled for anyone.  We love Crossfit (and Dr. Tate happens to be a coach at
Crossfit Allstar!)

BONUS: SUPPLEMENTS

Innate Response Multivitamin & Minerals
Pharmax Cod Liver Oil
Probiotics

3 essential supplements that we personally take in addition to eating a
well  balanced diet full  of vegetables and quality local organic meats are:
 

 

http://crossfitallstar.com/

